ArcGIS Pro: Top 5 Tips and Tricks
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• Access Project options without creating a new Project
Project / Content Management

- Licensing options
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- Add multiple portals
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- Project options
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- Notifications (including ArcGIS Pro updates)
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- Add Favorites to Project
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• Customize Quick Access Toolbar
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- Customize Quick Access Toolbar

ArcGIS Pro: Ribbons, Toolbars, and UI Hacks
by Drew Flater | December 4, 2017

ArcMap-Style Toolbar for ArcGIS Pro

This config file adds a set of frequently-used commands and tools to the ArcGIS Pro Quick Access Toolbar. The buttons are similar to ArcMap's default toolbars. You can minimize the ribbon and place the toolbar below the ribbon for the full effect.

Desktop Application Template by drew
Created: Dec 1, 2017    Updated: Jan 17, 2018    View Count: 154
Project / Content Management

- Use Project Templates to have your Favorites, Styles, and other customizations available to you and others when you create a new blank Project.
Map Exploration / Navigation

- Scroll around the world (map continues at International Date Line)
Map Exploration / Navigation

- Keyboard shortcuts for navigation
- KeyTips

Keyboard shortcuts for navigation

Keyboard shortcuts for navigation provide fingertip access to many functions, minimizing the need to change tools. This increases the ability to adjust the experience without the mouse leaving the view or the task. Some shortcuts are only relevant in a 3D view and these will be distinguished below.

Use ArcGIS Pro with a keyboard

You can navigate the ArcGIS Pro user interface and execute commands using keyboard shortcuts exclusively. The main parts of the user interface are the ribbon, panes, and views, shown in the image below. The ribbon and panes organize commands for working with views. Views are work areas, such as maps, tables, layouts, and charts. For a more detailed description of the user interface, see About ArcGIS Pro.
Map Exploration / Navigation

• Change area units in feature class fields
Map Exploration / Navigation

• Copy records from attribute tables directly to Excel
Map Authoring / Symbology

• If you close a map or scene, it doesn’t go away!
Map Authoring / Symbology

- Add Styles to Projects

Link to download Gallery for Esri Styles

Link to a PDF document that includes every symbol and style in ArcGIS Pro 2.2
Geoprocessing

- Interactive tool inputs
Geoprocessing

- Rearrange fields in a new feature class
Charts

• Use charts *along with* your maps
Editing

• Editing grid
Layouts

• Activate layouts
Sharing

- Switch active portal
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• ArcGIS Desktop Ideas on the Move: July 2018
• What’s new in ArcGIS Pro 2.2
• ArcGIS 2.3 Roadmap